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1. INTRODUCTION 

The design of the UK Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) has 
evolved over a number of years. The design has to meet two seismic 
requirements: 

(I) the reactor must cause no hazard to the public duclng or 
after the Safe Shutdown Earthquake(SSE) 

(II) there must be no sudden reduction In safety for an 
earthquake exceeding the SSE. 

The maximum horizontal acceleration during the SSE has been set at 0.25g 
(1). As earthquakes are rare in the UK, there was no requirement to 
design against an OBE. It was recognised that the reactor would have to 
be shutdown and assessed If there was a seismic disturbance greater than 
O.OSg (I). 

The core Is a complicated component In Che whole reactor. 1c Is usually 
represented lu a very simplified manner In the seismic assessment of the 
whole reactor station. From this calculation, a time history or response 
spectrum can be generated for the dlagrld, which supports the core, and 
for the above core structure, which supports the main absorber rods. 
These data may then be used to perform a detailed assessment of the 
reactor core. A new simplified model of the core response may then be 
made and used In a further calculation of the whole reactor. The process 
Is therefore Iterative. The calculation of the core response only, Is 
considered In the remainder of this paper. 

One Important feature of the fast reactor core, compared with other 
reactors. Is that the components are relatively thin and flexible to 
prumoce neutron economy and heat transfer. The seismic loadings are 
therefore more significant Chan they would be In a Pressurised Water 
Reactor, where the pressure loadings are dominant. 

A further Important feature is that there are very small gaps between the 
wrapper tubes. This leads to very strong fluid-coupling effects. These 
effects are likely to be beneficial, but adequate techniques co calculate 
them are only just being developed. 
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Two main consequences of the earthquake must >- assessed: 

(I) whether muvements of Che core sub-assemblies (S/As) 
could lead to a dangerous reactivity Increase and 

(II) whether the S/As could be damaged. 

In respect of the first requirement, the UK aim has been to maintain the 
reactivity at sufficiently low levels to prevent more than a few pin 
failures occurring. This limits the allowable reactivity Insertion co 
approximately 1.5$. The limits on S/A strengch are being considered 
further In a programme to develop the nethodology for assessing the 
strength of S/A components. 

This paper Is restricted to fuel, breeder and shield S/As. The shut-down 
systems are covered by a paper In Session 4. 

2. THE DEVELOPMENT Of CORE SEISMIC ASSESSMENT IN THE UK 

The S/As In the CDFR core are supported using the barrel restraint system 
(2). This style, which was found to have considerable advantages, was 
developed over several years, largely on the basis of analyses of Its 
static behaviour. One of the main economic advantages of this style. Is 
that it can accommodate high swelling wrappers, such as those originally 
foreseen, and so can be taken to high burn-up (2). A further favourable 
operating characteristic Is that the loads on the flexible spike are low, 
leading to relatively low discharge loads. A significant advantage Is 
that absorber and control rods can be Inserted Into the core easily, 
because the deformations of the S/AS are small. A further safety feature 
Is the Alternative ShuiJown System, which remains within the core at all 
times (3). 

The design was also assessed foi Its seismic response. The first analysis 
was carried out using a simplified method which can be applied co 
restalned cores (4). This technique Includes an allowance for the strong 
coupling effects of the lnter-wrapper sodium and was used to calculace the 
displacements of the fuel S/As at the mldheight of the core. These 
displacements were then multiplied by coefficients to give an estimate of 
the change In reactivity. (More accurate estimates of reactlvlcy 
Insertion were obtained In a few cases by carrying out a full reactivity 
calculation using the displaced positions of che S/As). 

The S/AS in a barrel restrained core are supported at two "restraint" 
planes; therefore, significant movements can only occur If the S/Att 
bend. Tills requires considerable amounts of energy. The displacements 
and reactivity changes were therefore relatively small. 

It was clear from the Initial analysis that the combined static and 
dynamic loads could be comparable with the maximum loads which the pads 
could withstand In their Irradiated condition. If a large number of pads 
were to fall, the S/As would have more freedom of movement and so a larger 
reactivity change could occur. The earthquake could generate high loads 
for two reasons, firstly, If the S/As "pile up" against the restraint 
ring, the pads adjacent to the ring would carry a high load. Secondly, 
Impacts between vibrating S/As could create high loads. 



A turther analysis oi the loada due to "pile up" waa therefore carried 
out. The natural frequenclea ot vibration of the S/Aa In a reatratned 
core are la the range U-iiHi, above the peak frequency of aelaalc 
excitation, which la approximately 3-4Hi. It waa therefore a reasonable 
approximation to replace the real excitation by a atattc toad. The eftect 
ot a atallc, horizontal load on Che core waa calculated using the prugram 
CHAMP (5). This program waa altered to model the failure of pada when 
(hey reached a pre-eec maximum load. The load existing during normal 
operation ot the reactor were included In the calculation. The earthquake 
'pile up" loada were then lncreaaed In stages. In thla way the 
progression ot failure through the array could be atudled. 

The calculations showed that If only the lower restraint plane were 
present, many pads would be expected to fall. However, the situation waa 
completely different when the upper restraint plane was Included. In this 
case, as the applied force Increased, a ring of pads next to the lower 
restraint ring failed. The load carried by these pads was then 
transferred to the upper restraint plane. 

The failure of the pads at the lower restraint plane created space tor the 
S/Aa to bend. Tills In turn relieved the loads on the other pads at the 
lower restraint plane. As a reault, very tew pads failed, even when the 
applied farce was Increased beyond the SSE level. These calculations 
showed clearly the beneficial effect of a stiff upper restraint plane. 

As a result of this analysis, It Is thought that the restrained core has a 
satisfactory seismic response, but more evidence Is requred to validate 
the estimates of reactivity and to assess the magnitude of the impact 
loada. 

3. CUKHENT POSITlOW 

A considerable amount of theoretical and experimental data have become 
available ou cores with either the barrel or natural restraint styles. 
HNC has recently carried out turther work to find an "optimised" style, 
which might have a design between these two extremes (2). The study 
Included consideration of operational performance, safety and economics. 
In these new studies consideration la given to the seismic response at the 
design stage. The response to other events, such as the pressure pulse 
following a vapour explosion caused by a molten fuel-coolant interaction, 
la also being considered by the UKAEA. 

In addition to the techniques described above, new techniques have become 
available under the European Collaboration. The COkALlE program (b) has 
been used to Investigate the behaviour of different core deslgus. The 
CLASH program (7) has also been used to Investigate the effect of Movement 
perpendicular to the applied excitation. NNC Ltd are currently carrying 
out work. In conjunction with belgonuclealre, to develop CLASH. The 
objectives are to Improve the current version of CLASH by enhancing the 
Input and output facilities, e.g. animation, post-processing, and to 
reduce the computing cost by Implementing the code on the CRAY computer 
and vectorising It. 

However the main objective Is to develop and validate the CLASH program 
tor 3D fluid coupling Interaction. Initially a full fluid coupling has 

been included and tested on a small array of sub-assemblies. 
This has beeu Satisfactorily completed. Ilowuver, It might not be 
necessary or practical to Include lull fluid coupling lor .ie full slxe 
core consisting of 1000 or wore snb-assembllus, r'or this reason, various 
approximation schemes are being considered, I.e. use ot a block dlaguual 
added mass matrix, etc. The Influence ot the fluid coupling on Che 
coherence of the core motion and on lite Impact forces, when using the 
approximate method, are ot particular Interest. 

So far, validation ot CLASH and CUHAL1E has been confined to cores with 
natural restraint. While these programs are being used tor comparative 
work. It Is the UK view that they require significant further validation, 
before they can be regarded as proven tools for the analysis of barrel 
restrained cores. 

Several Items ot experimental wuik ate in progress or proposed. It Is 
Inte.wled that these should be used to validate the assessment welliuds 
used. The "mlnlquake" rig at the UKAEA Sprtugtlelds Laboratory Is 
currently being used. Tills consists of three model S/As, at one-fifth 
scale, mounted In a narrow lank. The fluid coullug effects are correctly 
represented. The tank plus S/As can be excited with any desired vibration 
spectrum. Displacements and Impact forces are measured. The results will 
be used tu demonstrate the effects of tluld coupling and to provide data 
for comparison with computer programs such as COKALIE and CLASH, It Is 
thought that 11 way be necessary, at a future date, to extend the model tu 
a longer row or a small array of S/As. 

It Is also planned that a real S/A will be vibrated at large amplitudes to 
validate the Idealised values ot natural frequency and to determine the 
S/A damping levels which are used In the earthquake reai>ouee calculations. 

4. KUTUKE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN Tilt: EUROPEAN COLI.AnOKAllON 

Some of the work described In the previous section has been carried uut 
within the framework ot the European Col luborailuu AK reeu.cn t lb). Ic Is 
now likely that a closer collaboration will grow. At a first step, It Is 
proposed that a Joint exercise will be carried out tu compare the codes 
CLASH and CUKALIE with each other and with experimental results. 

A common strategy has been developed lor validating the static behavluur 
ot fast reactor cores within Europe (*). It Is likely that a similar 
strategy will also be developed tor the seismic rospouse within the nexi 
few years. 

Work In the European countrtus Is aiming towards a common European 
reactor. The separate countries would each share lu the design and 
assessment ot thla. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The s e i s m i c response o t the r e a c t o r core I s now taken 1/uo c o n s i d e r a t i o n 
at the d e s i g n s t a g e . S e v e ' d l t h e o r e t i c a l and exper imenta l methods are 
u s e d , some ut them provided wi th in the c o n t e x t ot the European 
C o l l a b o r a t i o n . In t u c u r e , I t Is expected that a J o i n t Kuiu|>eaii s t r a t e g y 
w i l l be deve loped for a s s e s s i n g s e i s m i c r e s p u n s e . 
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